Access to the Hôtel de France
58 Rue de France, 06000 Nice
The Hotel de France is located in the heart of the city center, behind the famous Negresco and the Palais Massena, less than 20 minute walk from the main points of interest.
1 min to the sea, 5mn tram (airport access, Massena, port ...), 150m from a taxi stand (Negresco), 20 minute walk (10 minutes by bus) from the Railway station Nice-Ville.

From the airport :

From the station :

Tram: Take the new west-east tram line, 20 min (1.5 €), line 2, from the
airport to the "Alsace Lorraine" station. Then walk in southernly direction on
Boulevard Gambetta towards the sea 4mn and turn left on Rue de France 1mn
to the hotel!
All the comfort with a private driver: Book through our reception for a
private transfer shuttle with preferential prices. The driver will meet you on
arrival with a sign with your name, and will bring you directly and quickly in
10 minutes to the hotel via the very famous Promenade des Anglais.
The bus via the Promenade: 25 min with line 98 (6 €) from the airport,
direction downtown. Stop at Congres / Promenade stop and take a few steps
back to Negresco Palace. Behind the main entrance begins rue de Rivoli, follow
it for 100m until rue de France. Turn left and you will find the hotel.

From the highway:
Arriving from the west (Cannes,
Antibes): From the A8, take exit 50
"Nice Center", follow the Promenade
des Anglais, turn left on Boulevard
Gambetta and then take the first right
(rue de France) the hotel is visible in
250m.
Arriving from the east (Monaco): Take
Exit 54 of the A8 and get off the
Gorbella Boulevard then Ave Bellevue,
then Boulevard Cessole which
continues on to Boulevard Gambetta
(direction south for 10mn). Turn left on
rue de France. Hotel is visible at 250m

On foot: 14 minutes. Cross Avenue
Thiers and follow Rue Berlioz
straight on to Rue de Rivoli. The rue
de France is the penultimate street
before the sea, opposite the gardens
of the Palais Masséna the hotel is on
the right.
By bus: Bus 12 (€ 1.50) takes 5
minutes from the stop 'Gare Thiers'
to 'Gambetta / Dante'. Continue on
foot Gambetta Boulevard towards
the sea and turn left on Rue de
France. The hotel is 2 minutes away,
visible from Gambetta boulevard

To get nearest to the hotel: it is possible to park in double line just in front of the
main door for a few minutes to unload your luggage.
To park: 1) Palais Masséna car park (250m from the hotel, in the same street.
Coordinates GPS, 29 rue de France 06000 Nice), price 20 € / 24h instead of 24 €.
2) Parking Grimaldi 10mn from the hotel, 11 Maccarani Street 06000, for 10 €
18h-. 9am. With our discount coupons purchasable at the reception.
Free street zone: first 30 minutes free parking on roads.
Free on Sundays and public holidays.
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